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Federation University Policy Library
The current status:
Policy Central – the primary source for all policies and 
procedures

Policy Wheel (Student Life Cycle) – provides an 
interactive, visual aid for finding policies and procedures.

However, a Policy Library should:
• Provide information and guidance
• Support best practice
• Meet regulatory needs
• Be easy to navigate

Time for a change….
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Provider Category: Australian 
University

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, FedUni has a significant number of policy and procedure documents on the University website, under the moniker Policy Central. In this space, policies and procedures can be accessed via alphabetical order or by a broad range of ‘domains’ such as Finance, Student Services and Administration or Learning and Teaching.Alternatively, again accessed through Policy Central, many users choose to find the relevant document they are search for using the Student Life Cycle – an interactive visual based on the stage of the student life cycle you may be seeking information for such as enrolments, assessment or academic progression. Wile both these tools provide a repository for finding policies or procedures, any of our users may have experienced the frustration of trying to find a specific policy and finding the name in not what you’d expect. Or that a document no longer exists.Users know that a Policy Library should:Provide information and guidanceSupport best practiceMeet regulatory needsBe easy to navigateOur current approach does not meet all of these goals. It was time for a change.
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Policy Library Changes

Creation of seven (7) new policies
• Academic Governance
• Corporate Governance
• Global Partners and Community Engagement
• Operations Governance
• People and Culture
• Research and Research Training
• Students

These will replace over 130 existing policies.

Mandated governance documents will link directly from each of the policies.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking Notes:In mid 2022, the university commenced the process of simplifying the policy library. The first task was to identify the key domains that represented the needs of our staff, students and partner providers. The creation of 7 domain policies provides a policy statement for each of the overarching aspects of the University’s operations and governance. The statements within each domain provide a broad, generalised overview of the university’s position. There are currently over 130 existing policies and accompanying procedural documents. This can be overwhelming and difficult to use. Many policy documents overlap existing documents and make the task of finding the necessary information longer than necessary. By introducing the policy domains, it will be much clearer and easier to find policy guidance and the supporting governance document to support the operationalisation of the policy. When the project is finished, the university website will guide the user from the policy to the accompanying governance documentation, streamlining the process and significantly reducing the number of documents that will need to be read and adhered to.The term governance documents is used as a broad term to describe….(go to next slide)
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Mandated Governance Documents
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to policies, the following governance documents are utilised by Federation University, dependant on the level of detail and information required and how it is utilised.Procedures and Guidelines are broader statements or instructions, guiding the work of the university and partners. They are reviewed every three years by the Document Owner, who is generally in a senior manager position, or more frequently if required. These documents will be publicly available.Manuals are operational documents with more task and department specific information. The Partner Provider manual is a good example of a manual. The information is specific to the needs of a more defined audience, dependant upon their role in the university community. They are created and modified by managers and approved by Senior Managers. They are reviewed annually for accuracy of content and to make any additions or subtractions relevant to that functional area of the university. These documents may not be publicly available.Work instructions are maintained at a local level and will generally not be publicly available. They are reviewed annually, or more regularly if required and will generally support a business process. An example of a work instruction may be a ‘how to’ guide on how to add new resources to a Moodle shell.Partner providers may have to utilise all of these documents at some stage. It is important to remember they are mandated documents, therefore must by followed.
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Policy Library – rejuvenation timeline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Policy Library Rejuvenation Project is scheduled for completion in April 2024.  By this time, there will be a broad number of documents rescinded, amalgamated or created if gaps in content are identified. Existing procedures will have information added to them for clarity and context. Once this information has been added, the accompanying policy will be rescinded. A process of review will also be undertaken to ensure that the information included in procedure reflects ongoing practice and expectations of the higher education sector. Policy Central will be an evolving website over the next twelve months. As this change takes place, it is recommended that no one rely on printed or saved PDF copies of documents, instead checking Policy Central as the document is needed.As we make this change, it is important to remember that any documents listed on Policy Central are mandated and must be followed by all members of the university community..
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Partner Providers and Federation University policies
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Policies

Operations 
ManualProcedures

Consistency of 
delivery & Compliance 

with Regulatory 
requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federation University contracts identify that partner providers are required to comply with all applicable Laws (including the Regulatory Requirements), University Policies, University Statutes and University Regulations in the provision of the Services. TEQSA also expect that each activity undertaken  by our partner providers points to our policies and procedures so as to ensure our expectations and instructions are clear for partner staff. TEQSA would expect that whenever we have a change of policy or procedure that partners are clearly advised of the change and that we allow appropriate time for implementation. We then need to ensure that the changes are disseminated across all relevant partner staff teams and are operationalised accordingly.TEQSA expect that we undertake regular and systematic monitoring and review of our third-party delivery and that our institution’s internal quality assurance mechanisms (e.g. policy and procedure, student surveys, audits, review of student complaints) are being applied in the same, or equivalent, way to arrangements at a home campus.A key component of the Quality Assurance process for Federation University is the Audits that are undertaken by Strategic & International Compliance which include a review against the student lifecycle and includes all relevant policies and procedures
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TEQSA Compliance Priorities

• Recruitment and Enrolment

• Course Progression

• Reporting

• Complaints and Appeals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At a recent forum, Dr Jared Orth - TEQSA Assistant Director (ESOS/CRICOS) stated that TEQSA are looking to see to see that there is evidence of effective policy implementation, that there is effective self assurance that is not just a 'box ticking' exercise. They also want to see that staff are well trained and that there is evidence of robust internal quality assurance processes.  He also stated that the will be looking for genuine engagement with students and that they have concerns regarding online learning which everyone needs to be mindful of given our need to demonstrate that we are meeting full ESOS compliance come 1 July 2023. According to Dr Orth, whilst TEQSA want to see evidence of effective policy implementation and that policies and procedures are achieving outcomes, providers need to be aware that we cannot rely on policies and procedures alone as a way of showing staff are aware of their obligations.
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Partner Providers – Audit Process
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Plan for the Audit

Undertake the 
Audit

Report Results

Review Corrective 
Actions & Close 

Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past two years, we have revised our internal quality assurance model to strengthen the independence of internal and partner provider quality assurance audits, whilst allowing for consistency of operational process level controls and partner performance metrics management. The revised process provides a range of oversights within the GPS structure and aims to strengthen the University’s assurance of quality outcomes and experience for all students. The enhanced audit process is designed to provide a systemic evaluation of our third-party provider arrangements and compliance with the University’s policies and procedures, as well as all regulatory requirements.�Our audit templates have been designed to cover the depth and breadth of both the University and our third-party provider operations for assessment of compliance against the complete student life-cycle. The redesigned audit templates were the outcome of comprehensive consultation with third-party providers, internal university stakeholders, and benchmarking with industry, and were specifically designed to meet our policies along with the ESOS Framework, National Code, HESF, and Standards for RTOs. �Plan for Audit – Communication with Partner regarding scope of Audit & timelines, Sample selectedAudit undertaken – evidence reviewed against agreed scope. Review includes compliance against all relevant policies and procedures, National Code and HESF standardsResults reported - Upon completion of an audit, a Non-Compliance and Improvement Opportunity Plan (NCIO Plan) will be provided to the Partner for completion and an Action Plan is developed to address identified non-compliances or improvement opportunities and specify when rectifications will be completed. The Audit report and NCIO Plan include a risk rating which determines how the identified issues will be monitored. Review Corrective Actions & close Audit - Major Non-conformances are required to be rectified and re-audited within 4 weeks to ensure compliance, whereas Opportunities for Improvement are reviewed as part of the next scheduled Audit. 
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Primary Policies for Partner Consideration
Current Key Student Lifecycle Policies and Procedures that will be considered in Partner Audits are 
as follows:
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Student Recruitment & Offer

Phase Policy / Procedure
Marketing & Advertising • Intenational Marketing Material Approval Process Procedure
Recruitment & Agents • Agent Appointment Monitoring & Termination Policy

• Partner Provider Agent Appointment, Monitoring & Termination 
Procedure

Offers • International Admissions Procedure
Fees, charges, payments and refunds • Refund for International Students Policy

• Refund for International Students Procedure
• Refund for Higher Education Domestic Students Policy
• Refund for Higher Education Domestic Students Procedure

Deferment • Deferment, Suspension or Cancellation of a Student's enrolment 
(ESOS specific) Procedure
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Primary Policies for Partner Consideration (continued)
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Acceptance & Enrolment

Phase Policy / Procedure
Pathways and Credit • Higher Education Academic Credit Transfer Policy

• Higher Education Academic Credit Transfer Procedure
• Program Credit Application for International Students 

Procedure
Acceptance and Enrolment • International Admissions Procedure

Transition and Orientation • Student Support and Orientation for International Students 
Guidelines

• Transfer Between Registered Providers Procedure
• Transfer Between Teaching Locations Procedure
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Primary Policies for Partner Consideration (continued)
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Program Delivery

Phase Policy / Procedure

Academic Integrity • Academic Integrity Policy
• Academic Integrity Procedure
• Academic Misconduct Procedure
• Student Plagiarism Policy
• Student Plagiarism Procedure

Teaching and Delivery Strategy • Appointment and Assessment of Partner Teaching Staff Procedure
• Higher Education Partner Provider Delivery Policy
• Learning and Teaching Policy
• Student Evaluation of Learning & Teaching Policy
• Student Evaluation of Learning & Teaching Procedure (Higher Education)

Work Integrated Learning • Work Integrated Learning (WIL) Placement Policy
• Higher Education Work Integrated Learning (WIL) Placement Requirements 

Procedure

Assessment • Higher Education Assessment Policy
• Higher Education Assessment (inclusive of FedTASKs) Procedure
• Higher Education Examinations Procedure
• Higher Education Special Consideration Procedure
• Supplementary Assessment Procedure
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Primary Policies for Partner Consideration (continued)
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Program Delivery continued

Phase Policy / Procedure
Academic Progression • Completion Within the Expected Duration of Study Procedure

• International Student Attendance Requirements Procedure
• Intervention Strategy - Monitoring Course Progression 

Guidelines
• Monitoring Program/Qualification Progression Procedure
• Withdrawal from All Studies Procedure (Higher Education)

Complaints and Appeals • Appeals to the University Appeals Committee Procedure
• Complaints Management Policy
• Complaints Management Procedure
• Pre-enrolment Appeal Procedure
• Student Appeal Policy
• Student Appeal Procedure
• Complaints Management Policy
• Complaints Management Procedure
• Student Code of Conduct Policy
• Student Sexual Harm Procedure
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Primary Policies for Partner Consideration (continued)
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Support Systems

Phase Policy / Procedure
Governance • Operational Requirements for Partner Provider Agreements Procedure

• Quality Framework

Student Services & 
Administration

• Deceased Student Procedure
• Critical Incident Management - International Students Procedure
• Student Access, Progression and Wellbeing Policy
• Disability Learning Access Plan (LAP) Procedure

Information Technology 
Services – Records 
Management / Library

• Information Security Policy
• Records Management Policy
• Records Management Procedure
• Library Services at Partner Providers Policy
• Library Services at Partner Providers Procedure
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